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A Psalm: The Parable of the leaf

Here is a leaf, a good leaf.
A little worn from the battering of the winds,
A little bit missing where it provided shelter and food
for a tiny moth caterpillar:
A good leaf
Since it first broke from the swelling bud and unfurled way back in
the spring sunshine.
Along with tens of thousands of others it has caught the sunlight
and fed the tree;
Along with tens of millions of others it has drawn in gasses of the
air, the water of the land and given sugars to feed the forest.
With tens of thousands of other good leaves it has breathed out and
drawn water from deep in the earth to keep the tree alive;
With tens of millions of others good leaves it has kept the forest
living and vibrant.
The leaves have provided food for the insects,
And the insects have provided food for the Blue Tits.
With tens of millions of others good leaves it has kept the forest
creatures living and vibrant.

But now the days are lengthening,
The sun has lost its strength and the winter winds beckon.
The tree must let go.
It is a good leaf but the tree must let it go.
So the tree blocks the vessels that maintain its life,
The tree reabsorbs all that is of value from the leaf:
The green pigments that have soaked up the sunlight all summer
are drained away.
The tree turns those greens to yellow, to red, to brown;
The nicely camouflaged green pests are hidden no more,
The tits pick them off.
And finally, the tree lets go,
The leaf flutters to the ground.
A good leaf.
A very good leaf.
As it lies on the ground, what remains provides food for microbes
and fungi,
For worms and beetles.
And the worms and beetles provide food for the birds,
And our good leaf feeds the soil.
With tens of thousands of other good leaves the sugars it created
now swell the seeds of the tree,
With tens of millions of others good leaves its sugars now fill the
wood with berries and seeds:
Seeds to make more trees,
Fruit for the redwing and fieldfare.
It was a good leaf. A very good leaf.
Steve Roberts November 2017

~ Greetings from Uganda! ~
Owen and I have been living in Kisiizi, South-West Uganda, for two
and a half months now and we have done a lot and learned a lot in
that time.

Us at work
Owen has been involved in designing septic tanks; improving the
safety of a zip wire (to try to raise money for the hospital); reviewing
buildings with major cracks; helping rectify the damage done by
recent major floods and building resilience against future floods;
and he is now working hard to design and build a new waste
incinerator. There have been many challenges and frustrations
along the way: people rarely turn up when they say they will, or do
what they agreed to do, and Owen has made long journeys to buy
equipment he has been told is available only to find out that that
isn’t true.

Owen investigating brick options for the incinerator
But Owen’s input has been appreciated and his impact can be seen
around the site.

Owen and Jason by the hydroelectric power station. Jason works
365 days a year to keep the generator running.
I have been working on the two medical wards, looking after
patients aged 13 or above for any problem that isn’t primary
surgical or psychiatric. There are many conditions here that we
rarely see in the UK: infections associated with advanced HIV
infection; TB; typhoid; rheumatic heart disease; snake bites. There
are also many conditions we do see in the UK but the challenges
are very different here. We may have relevant resources but they

may not be affordable to our patients: the most basic of inhalers for
asthma cost about a week’s wages each. There was an Indian
physician here until Christmas but since she has left I have been
leading the general medical department – and we have had huge
numbers of patients including many who are very unwell. It can be
pretty tough at times: we often have young patients who are
extremely sick when they arrive and who die despite our best efforts
(usually related to HIV), and I have faced difficult decisions over
which patient to use a vital piece of equipment for.
But, overall, life here is good. We live in a house called ‘happy
cottage’ just a 5 minute walk from the hospital and right next to

Home! Happy Cottage
many great friends. We see each other at work – which felt very
odd initially! – and I’m known as “Mrs Owen” to most of the estates
team and Owen is well known to my colleagues. Christmas was a
very special experience. There was little sign of it until 21st
December when we had a very informal concert then on 22nd
December there was a competition between the wards for the best
decorations. These decorations included grottos built by nursing
students from trees they had felled that morning; the grottos were
then filled with live nativity scenes (including some very tiny
babies!). There was a wonderful atmosphere and staff, relatives and
patients joined in with singing and dancing (and acting in some

The grotto in the paediatric ward
cases). On Christmas day, we attended the (two and a half hour)
morning service then attempted a traditional roast using cooking
facilities across four properties.

Us after the service on Christmas day

The money raised at our pre-wedding ceilidh is being put to good
use. I have used some of it for supporting particularly impoverished
patients who will miss out on vital treatment without financial help.
One case was a 14 year old boy with heart failure. He is one of six
children and only his mother works. She earns 80p for a full day of
digging. This boy arrived in a very poor condition but improved
dramatically with treatment. The bill he was presented with on
discharge was for £60 – an unimaginable amount for his family.
They were given a 3 month extension for paying it during which
they would be expected to sell land and property to raise the
money. I was afraid that such a crippling debt would not only put the
family further into poverty but would discourage them from bringing
the boy to clinic appointments and seeking help when he inevitably
deteriorates again. So he became the first case helped by the
ceilidh money.
We hope you are all well and enjoyed the Christmas period. We
think of you and miss you!
Anna (and Owen – currently away buying incinerator materials)

~ Minister’s Thoughts for the New Year … ~
The decorations are down and the Christmas tree put away or gone
for recycling. The Turkey is finished or the remainder frozen in
portions for the coming weeks. The Christmas cake has almost
been eaten and the gifts have been put away… and now we stand
at the beginning of a new year; a year that is full of possibilities.
Many years ago I did some training in time management. It was
when time management was the latest thing in corporate circles
and the emphasis was on making the best use of every minute of
every day. In order to do this, it advocated that you even schedule
in ‘quality time’ for relationships – whether that was family or
friends.
When I became a parent, I realised that ‘quality time’ means nothing
to a child. Scheduled time when you focus on them intensely for a
particular time and purpose can be both uncomfortable and

unsatisfying to both parties. What I learned with my children is that
what they needed was ‘quantity time’ - lots of time when we were
just together, sometimes intentionally to go and do something, but
more often than not just to play and enjoy being together with no
particular purpose, or simply just to do the ordinary things of daily
living together.
It was in these ‘quantity times’ that our relationships developed and
stood us in good stead for the difficult times. When I look at my
boys now as teenagers I realise that the ‘quantity time’ paid off; that
just hanging out with them when they were younger has made a big
difference because we have a good foundation for our relationship
and we are able not only to weather the storms of the teenage
years, but it also means I know them well and can help them
respond to the opportunities that life presents them.
And I have found the same principle applies to my relationship with
God. ‘Hanging out’ with God, playing (which for me is doing
something creative), talking, chatting, enjoying God’s word and
world, means that when a storm hits or opportunities present, I have
a strong sense of God’s presence guiding and sustaining me. It
doesn’t mean that I don’t also have intentional ‘quality time’ in
prayer or bible study, but I want to experience a relationship with
God in the ordinariness of daily life.
I’m a very visual-oriented person and as I look to the coming year I
have a sense that opportunities are like doors or gates we can
open, or windows that we can look through. Sometimes we get a
glimpse of something through a window and we have to work out
how to find the door to take us there. At other times, a door may be
open to us and all we have to do is choose to step through.
Sometimes we glimpse something through the bars of a gate and
we need to find the key to unlock it.
So I’d like to invite you to look at the year ahead of you, and
consider the doors that might be opening … the gates that are
revealing secret gardens on the other side and you just need to find
the key … windows or archways glimpsing something exciting
beyond but where you might need to find the door to pass

through… What is it that God might be guiding you towards in your
life this year?
The following passage is from a poem called ‘God Knows’ by
Minnie Louise Haskins, written in 1908. It was read by George VI in
1939 in his Christmas broadcast to the nation on the brink of war.
We very much hope we are not on the brink of war but we are
experiencing unsettling times and I hope it might offer you
something to think about as you reflect on the potential offered by
this new year.
And I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year:
“Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown.”
And he replied:
“Go out into the darkness and put your hand into the Hand of God.
That shall be to you better than light and safer than a known way.”
So I went forth, and finding the Hand of God, trod gladly into the
night. And He led me towards the hills and the breaking of day in
the lone East.”
Jane Henderson

~Old Dreams of Youthful Visions ~
It’s now more than 40 years since I first ventured into Union Chapel
as an enthusiastic young student. As a child of the manse it was my
first experience of a church as an outsider, and Union Chapel then
felt pretty intimidating with the array of besuited deacons guarding
the entrance, a full church awaiting the gladiatorial entry of the
deacons and gowned minister and the reciting of the sursum corda
(remember that?!). But as a loyal Baptist, I stuck it out.
People talked to me, invited me to lunch. There were a few other
students (some still here!). I was made welcome and had time to
learn what a strange place Union Chapel was. They didn’t do
anything here! I can’t recall exactly who said it or the words they
used, but I was told that, no we don’t run lots of things here, we
don’t provide lots of groups, societies, meetings. But we do expect
everyone to be active in the community, in serving the Kingdom, but

not through the Church, but rather through whatever organisation is
doing things wherever good things are being done. And we had the
examples: people were involved in all sorts of worthy causes; there
were Linton House, Assist, Playgroup - things we had helped to
start and then let go. Sounds simple, obvious maybe, but coming
from where I came from this was a revelation.
My first Church (well actually my second, but I left the first one aged
4) was still close enough to the days when a Baptist Church could
be the focus of the community. Everyone still knew which (usually
non-conformist) church they didn’t go to. And there were still
Scouts, Guides, Christian Endeavour, Youth Clubs, Men’s and
Women’s Meetings, Choirs, each of which put on annual socials or
concerts. You could, and many did, live your whole non-working life
within the Church. Good things were done by the Church, but all run
by the Church for the people around. And the later smaller,
struggling, congregations I became part of still aspired to this
model. Members gave their lives to one particular Church and
realised whatever that Christian commitment meant through that
local congregation.
Seeing this alternative way at Union Chapel opened my eyes. The
Church model I had imbibed from birth seemed so insular and
inward-looking. This seemed so right. Jesus’ stories of yeast and
salt made sense. Living lives in the many overlapping communities
we find ourselves part of rather than creating our own inwardlooking little community. Religion should be about enabling you to
go out and join the world, not about gathering people in to a ghetto.
Find where good is being done and get stuck in - a challenge, but it
seemed so much better than the constant nagging to do more for
the Church.
It is interesting to note, I think, that the church-led model developed
when the church and the community were much more synonymous,
when people belonged to a single, geographical community, and
that community did all attend the local church – albeit often not
entirely out of free-will – the churches I grew up in were built by mill
owners for their workers! Somehow the idea morphed into the
congregation running things in order to bring people in to the

Church who wouldn’t otherwise attend, whilst retaining the churchcentred life for those who were members.
Looking back, the Union Chapel vision of an outward-looking
church whose members were expected to be active in the service of
many communities still inspires. And it is still rather radical and
challenging in Church circles. It has its issues – we do tend to drift
into what I call “the cult of the social worker” – we often only seem
to value what are clear and obvious “good works” rather than the
work of those engaged in, for example, the commercial world. Is it a
co-incidence that those who stick around are predominantly public
sector workers in the so-called “caring professions” or in education?
Nevertheless, I think that by and large over the 40-odd years I have
known the place, we have been our best when we have held on to
that outward-looking, do less, let go, vision, and have come unstuck
when we try to do too much, to retain control, to run things “for”
others and to hold on to things beyond their sell-by date.
In recent years we have seen a resurgence of the Church ghetto.
Children of friends, having been educated in “Christian” schools,
find homes through “Christian” house-share websites and partners
through “Christian” dating sites. Their parents have an array of
“Christian” plumbers and builders fixing their houses, using
“Christian” firms of solicitors for their house purchases and
divorces. They listen to “Christian” music, relax with “Christian”
puzzle books and support “Christian” charities. It is now possible
once more to live virtually all your non-working life in this “Christian”
ghetto. Of course by “Christian” they usually mean some subset of
fundamentalist belief and practice that would not include the likes of
me or many at Union Chapel.
The growth of the “Christian” ghetto worries me. It seems contrary
to the calling of Jesus, to our Christian (without the inverted
commas) heritage. The implication that those who are not
“Christian” are somehow less trustworthy and should not be
associated with as equals (or as Paul put it: “be not yoked to
unbelievers”). The implication that the world outside is somehow
corrupt and dangerous. The unwillingness to work with others of
good will who do not share the same narrow faith. Perhaps it is time
we remembered that vision I found so radical and exciting 40 years

ago: to get out there and engage with whatever communities you
find yourself living or working alongside; to seek out those doing
good wherever they are and get stuck in. The challenge to the
Church to be an enabler of this work, to look outwards to those
organisations and communities where their members live and work
rather than inwards, creating new ones the church can own; not to
burden members with running the organisation, but to build up, to
support, to enable us to be better human beings – that is, better
followers of Jesus.
Steve Roberts
The article below arrived too late for the last magazine and was
initially printed in the Bulletin (11.11.17)

~ Yes We Can ~
People behave in many different ways particularly when faced with
a challenge .One way that resonates with me is the “Yes We Can “
approach. I always did like Bob the Builder.
Union Chapel is fortunate in that it has supporters of this view
Examples such as the Food Bank, Open Tuesdays, Second Sunday
Lunches etc have all depended upon people saying “Yes We Can”
and doing so.
The great example of this is the community use of the Union Chapel
Buildings
This was demonstrated by the lovely evening at the end of
September at the end of the first week of the term. Independent
users such as the Indian Church and participants in Opportunities
and Activities came together for a “beginning of the season “social.
There was music, children’s dancing, party games(never did I
realise that dropping eggs from a great height was a party game.
Don’t worry the carpet wasn’t damaged!), and much more.
There was an enormous amount of delicious food laid out in the
small hall. I spoke to people from a number of different groups who
were all enjoying themselves greatly.
It was amazing really that so many people came together at such
short notice.

Maybe this is the place to mention that all of the organisation of O
and A, and the Lettings is done by volunteers. So is the
organisation of the maintenance of the building. Many of these
people are getting seriously older. I would like to think that the
community use of Union Chapel can continue but it will require
either new volunteers or a paid administrator. Over three hundred
people a week come through the building.A small extra amount
from each of them each week (perhaps £1-50) would go a long way
towards such a post.
Union Chapel is quite unique as a Church in its use as a resource in
the community.
So many Churches are empty and cold all week. Union Chapel is
buzzing morning, noon and night. It provides accommodation for all
manner of activities .If you want to make jewellery, play drums, sing,
meditate, learn Arabic, draw, paint, exercise and so on , where do
you look? Union Chapel of course.
So please to all the people who are saying “Yes, but” change your
way to “Yes We Can”
Margaret Edmonds

~ Found on notices outside Churches ~
If you watch the Antique Roadshow you will be aware that people
seem to collect all manner of things these days from seaside
postcards to Faberge eggs. It is not surprising therefore that some
people collect things posted on Church Noticeboards. Jane
Henderson has raided someone’s collection and some are printed
below. As Jane writes ‘Some of these are clever, some are corny,
and some are shocking, but I hope you find them amusing …’
Need a Lifeguard? – Ours walks on water!
Whoever stole our air con, keep it – it’s hot where you’re going!
Don’t let worries kill you – let the church help
Do you know what hell is? Come and hear our preacher
Adam & Eve:
conditions

the first people to not read the Apple terms &

The best Vitamin for a Christian is B1

Honk if you love Jesus – text while driving if you want to meet him
God, help me to be the person my dog thinks I am
We love hurting people

~ Fallowfield & Withington Food Bank ~
A simple thank you cannot possibly be enough to all those who
ensured that Christmas was a little more pleasurable for so many
local families.
From the magnificent Tesco Collection where we had over 80
volunteers involved in our 3 day
project, we collected an amazing
3.6 tonnes of food. Schools, local
companies, Churches and local
community groups collected for
us in the run up to Christmas.
At Union Chapel I recalled the
story of one little girl who had told
me that Santa wouldn’t be visiting
this year as he was poorly, well

members of the congregation
ensured that Santa did in fact
visit, and there is one happy
little girl living not too far away.
Universal Credit continues to
spring surprises on many of

those who have to confirm to this iniquitous and hard hitting new
benefit system. We continue to engage with our local MPs, local
councillors and staff at job centres.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed in anyway
An unexpected invitation
Just 3 days before Christmas I received an invitation to have
afternoon tea with the Lord Mayor of Manchester Councillor Eddy
Newman. I’m told this was in recognition of my contribution to the
local community, I did however use the occasion to lobby for more
help for those who are living in such difficult circumstances. I was
also given a tour of the magnificent Town Hall building which will
close shortly for important renovations.

Finally Thank you. I have been hugely comforted by the many
cards, emails and telephone calls from so many people, following
the sudden death of my eldest sister at the age of 53 just days
before Christmas. I have never longed more for the end of the year
and I hope that 2018 might bring with it some more positive events
Colin Marchbank-Smith

~ Faith in the Questions ~
Riding Lights Theatre Company & Scientists in Congregations
present: Faith in the Questions
Counting The Clouds
a new one act play by Nigel Forde
Followed by conversation with leading scientists
Manchester Cathedral on Tuesday 16th January 2018 at 7.30pm
Tickets are free and can be booked on line. Go to
http://www.manchestercathedral.org/events/1854/faith-in-thequestions and follow the link.
A respected scientist and a christian, Job’s work is wrestling with
the unpredictable as well as predictable structure of the universe. Is
God really in control? When his personal world is shaken to the
core, how can Job re-assemble the pieces of the puzzle –
professionally and spiritually? Compared with the centuries long
hand-in-hand relationship between religious faith and scientific
enquiry, recent debate has, for many people, become mistrustful
and sharply adversarial. Which side is God on? Or is this the wrong
question to ask?
One of any number of good and provocative questions thrown out
by Faith in the Questions, a combination of theatre and scientific
discussion. Come and raise your questions…
Faith in the Questions was original performed in York at St Michael
Le Belfrey Church as part of the York Festival Of Ideas. It is now
touring the UK in January and February 2018.

~ O&A Annual General Meeting ~
Dear 'Friends' of O&A,
You are all very welcome, as usual, to come, if you can, to our AGM
on Tuesday, Jan. 9th. 10.15am for 10.30am - coffee tea and biscuits
included!
We look forward to seeing you and getting you up-to-date with our
progress (for one hour at the most!)
Kindest regards and a very Happy New Year to you all!
Judith (Rack), on behalf of O&A

~ Talking to Each Other ~
If you would like to comment on any of the articles in this magazine
and so start a discussion or if you would care to write an article for
us on a topic of your choosing such contributions would be
welcome. Please send them by email to alan.redhouse@virgin.net
or by post to The Editor, Christward, Union Chapel Fallowfield, 2b
Wellington Road, Fallowfield, Manchester, M14 6EQ.
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